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The global burden of myeloma is highly variable among

countries with increase in incidence uniformly and sub-

stantially since 1990. The age standardized incidence rates

(ASIR) of myeloma globally is 2.1 per million (95% CI:

1.8–2.24) [1]. The countries with high sociodemographic

incidence (SDI) have higher ASIR, whereas countries with

low SDI have lower ASIR. The largest increase in inci-

dence in recent years are seen in middle and low-middle

SDI countries. East Asia (China, Taiwan, and North Korea)

has recorded a 262% rise in the myeloma incidence from

1990 to 2016 [1]. India is depicted along with countries

with least ASIR, despite low SDI [1]. This poor represen-

tation could be attributed to lack of epidemiological studies

and non-availability of myeloma registry to systematically

record the incidence rates in our country. To identify fac-

tual myeloma related information, Indian myeloma aca-

demic groupe (IMAGe, http://imagesociety.co.in) has

launched a nation-wide myeloma registry

(care4myeloma.in).

Myeloma occurs a decade earlier in our country than the

western population [2]. This has a great impact on the

disease/state economics in a low socioeconomic state like

ours, as it affects economically productive age. Either

mortality or prolonged survival can have financial impacts

by cessation of financial support to the family in the first

scenario and continuous financial burden for this remitting

relapsing disease. This is in addition to the cost incurred for

disease associated morbidity in the second scenario. Also,

resource constraints take a heavy toll on the overall out-

comes of the disease [3]. The average cost of therapy per

patient in India with and without autologous stem cell

transplant (ASCT) from a societal perspective is INR

395,527 (USD 6085) and INR 62,785 (USD 966) respec-

tively [4]. As per the world bone marrow transplant

(WBMT) registry we stand last in ASCT rate at 1–137/

10 million population [5]. In the last 5 years, the access to

ASCT has increased with rising number of transplant

centers and cost per transplant showing a declining trend

[4, 6].

Access to effective therapy is very limited, particularly in

low SDI countries like India despite amongst the best for drug

availability globally [1]. The therapeutic armamentarium of

myeloma has increased in the recent years with the avail-

ability of the five newer drugs in the Indian market.

Increasing number of patients are prescribed these newer

agents with a concurrent increase in the costs. Generics and

biosimilars, a bastion of the Indian pharma industry, is nar-

rowing this gap of drug availability and access. According to

the law of pharmaco-economics increase in demand shall

bring down the cost of the supplies, both by decreasing the

production costs (when in bulk) and by increasing market

competition by rise in competitors.

Myeloma diagnostics have shown a tremendous

improvement in the country with increasing number of

patients being diagnosed in time. The access and role of

flow cytometry, immunological assays, and cytogenetics in

myeloma are increasing [7]. Owing to the extensive

nationwide networks of private laboratories, the
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diagnostics including complicated high-end tests are pos-

sible from any part of the country. Considering the poor

cost benefit ratio and expertise required for the in-house

testing, the majority of the diagnostic workup is still out-

sourced in India. The major flipside of this outsourced

evaluation is lack of insight into the reporting quality, pre-

analytical confounders from sampling to testing, and the

dwindling confidence in the expertise with no cross checks

in place unlike for in-house testing. What we still lack is

nationwide standardization (particularly for plasma enri-

ched cytogenetics and flowcytometry) for homogenous

results and better quality of reporting.

Despite the improvements in the varied aspects of the

myeloma management, the major challenge we face is the

heterogeneity of care provided by the physicians in India

[8, 9]. We require nation specific consensus guidelines

which take into consideration the local issues, hetero-

geneity of the resources and biology of the Indian patients.

The IMAGe is working in this direction by bringing

together all myeloma experts and preparing India specific

guidelines [10].

Another fatal flaw of myeloma care in a multilinguistic

country like ours with poor literacy rates and poor

socioeconomic status is the poor patient compliance/un-

derstanding of the disease [11]. This has been a major foray

of IMAGe with a dedicated mobile application (car-

e4myeloma mobile app) and patient information brochures

freely available in different languages on the society

website (https://imagesociety.co.in/for-patients/patient-

information-brochure/).

We in India are truly at the cross roads of myeloma care

with changing trends from a patient-based approach to a

society-based approach. We hope to bring larger changes to

overall outcomes and outreach patients at every corner of

the country with this newer approach.
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